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ABSTRACT . Varia tions in dissolved cations, total alkalinit y, sulphate, and 
held pH are record ed for sampl es of precipita tion, supraglacial melt, and 
bulk mel t wa ters (th ose emerging a t th e portal) Ii'om Fjallsjo kull (south-east 
Iceland ) . The compositi on of slIpraglac ial melt indi ca tes deri va ti on rrom 
precipita tion by th e acquisiti o n of solutes from th e wea thering a nd dis
solution o f rock debris, in a sys te m o pen to atmosph eri c ca rbo n dioxide. 
Bulk melt \va tcrs have \Oari abl e compositi ons, approachin g saturatio n with 
calcite, w hi c h can be derived fro m supraglacial melt wa te r by continued 
solute acquisitio n in a sys tem c losed to a tmospheri c carbo n diox id e. Solute 
- disc ha rge rel a ti onships suggest that chemi ca l evolution of th e bulk melt 
wa ters occ urs whe n aggress ive cng lac ia l waters are mixed with th e solute 
and sediment-ric h subglac ial compo ne nt. Simple mix ing be havio ur occurs 
over int e rmediate discharges as lon g as \'ari atio lls in th e ex tent o f poSt
mixing e \ 'oluti o n a re small compared to cha nges in the mi x ing rat io. 

RESUME. Dissolutions fJar les faux de Jusion glaciair,s. i . Fjallsjo'kllll SlId-est de 
I'/slande: Eaux deJusion rtsurgelltes ava des caractiristiques de .rysteme clos. On a 
enregist.re Ies va ri at io ns des tene urs en cati ons dissous, a lca linitc to tale, 
sulfate e t pH co ura nt pour des echa ntillo ns de preci pitati o ns, d 'eau de fonte 
glariaire de surface e t d'eau x de fu sio n rcsurgentes, (ce ll es qui sortrnt du 
portail so us-g laciaire) prcicvi's a u Fj a ll sjokull (sud-est d e l' Isla nde). La 
com positio n d e I'ea u de fusio n d e surface montre des m odifi catio ns par 
rapport au x prec ipitatio l1s pa r I'acquisitio n de substa nces disso ules prov
enant de I'alte ra tio n cl de la dissoluti o n de debris roc he ux, d a ns un sys lcme 
ouvert au gaz ca rbo niqu e atmosph e riqu e. Les ca ux res urge nles a nt des 
com positions va ri a bles proches d e la sa turatio n pour les ca lcites, qui peu 
\'C nt prO\T llir d e l'eau de fo nt e de surface par I'acq uisiti o n continue de 
mati erc disso ute d a ns un sys tcme li e a u gaz ca rbo ni q uc a tm osph eriqu e. La 

I NTROOUCTI ON 

Chemical models for the evolution of bulk melt 
waters (Raiswell, 1984) have been constructed on the 
assumption that the hydrogen ions used in weathering 
rock minerals are mainly derived from the dissolution 
and dissociation of CO Z• Oifferent open and closed 
system models can then be defined by kinetic factors, 
principally rates of weathering relative to rates of 
COZ dissolution . Closed-system conditions result where 
rates of weathering are relatively rapid. Under these 
conditions the models indicate that bulk melt water 
composition is constrained by the composition of 
supraglacial melt. Analytical data for melt waters 
at Fjall sjokull (south -east Iceland) are presented 
and discussed in terms of the closed-system model. 

SAMPLING LOCALITY 

The glacier at Fjallsjokull is one of a series 
draining the ice cap Vatnajokull through deep valleys 
cut in the flanking mountains. Two kilometres from 
its eastern margin the glacier is only 1. 5 km wide 
but it broadens into a lobe 4 km wide at the snout. 
The sampling locality lay to the north of the glacier 
where the steep ice front is paralleled by the main 
melt-water stream, which is fed by a series of 
tributaries emerging with considerable force from 
the portals . To the south the glacier terminates in 

li a ison entre le debit e t la c ha rge en matiere disso ute peut t tre ex pliquee par 
l'evolution chimiqu e d es ca ux cl e fusion res urgc ntes lo rsque les eau x inlra
g lac ia ires aggressivcs se tro uvent melangees avee les ca ux sous-g lac ia ires 
riches en elements di sso us et en suspensio n. 1I se produit un simple me lange 
pour les debits int ermedi a ires rant qu e les va riatio ns clans I'impo rta nce d e 
l'b'olution apres me la nge sont fa ibl es a u regard d es changements clans les 
proportions du mela nge . 

ZUSA Mto.I E!'\ FA SSUNG . Liisungsall reicherung in GLetscherschmehwasser , I. Fj aUsjij
kull (Sild-Ostisland) : M assen-Schmel;;wasser aus einem geschlossenen System. Flir 
Proben des Ni ederschlages, d er oberAiichlichen Schmelze und des Masscn
Schmelzwassc rs (a ustretend am Gletscherto r) a m Fjallsjokull (Slid-Ost 
Isla nd ) wurden die Anderungcn in gelos ten K a tionen, del' G esamt
alka linit ii t, des Schwefelge haltes unci des Feld-pH-Wertes fes tgestelll. 
Die Zusamense tzung d er o berAiichlichen Schm elze liiss t aurd eren H erkunft 
a us cl em N iedersc hl ag unle r Anreicherun g mil Losungen aus de m ver
w itternd en lIncl zerstbrtc ll Fe lsschutt in e in em S ystem, cl as de m K o hl
endiox yd der Luft z uga ng lic h istJ schliessen. Massen-Schrnelzwasse r habe n 
ul1tc rschiedliche Zu sarnme nsetz ungen; sic \"eisen ange naherte Sa ttig ung 
mi t Kalzit auf, das aus o be rOachlichem Schme lzw asser lInter standiger 
Losungsa nreichcrung, diesm a l unt er Absc hlus gege nuber e1 em a tm os
ph a rischen Ko hle ndioxyd , stamm en kann. Die Bez iehungen zwisc he n Lo
sung und Abflu ss lassen d a rau fsc hliessen , dass di e chemische Ent wicklung 
de r Yl assen-Schmelzw asser e in tritt \ wenn aggress ives intraglazia les \'\Tasser 
mit de losungs- und seclim e nlre ichcn subg lazialcn Ko mponcmc vrrmisc ht 
wird , Einfaches yfisch verha hen trilt bei Zw ische ll-a bAlisse n auf, solange 
di e' Schwa nkungcll im Ausm ass del' Entw icklun g nach c1 er Vermischung im 
Vcrg le ich zu den And e run gen des .Mischvc rh a ltnisses klein sind . 

Extrusive volcanic rocks, mainly basaltic lavas 
with some rhyolite, predominate in the area and are 
likely to form the glacial bedrock . Normative mineral 
computations from wet chemical data (personal communi
cation from M. S. Brotherton) with X-ray diff raction 
and optical studies indicate the major mineral 
phases in the basalts to be feldspars (45-55%), 
pyroxene (15-30%), and quartz (7-8%) with opaque 
minerals and some calcite . The rhyolites are more 
abundant in feldspar (60-70%) and quartz (c. Z5%) and 
also contain some calcite . 

the proglacial lake of Fjallsarlon (Fig. 1) . " 

*:\ow at D cpa rtnl t' lIt ur EClflh Sciences. Ulli H'I'si !y or Leeds, Lecds LS2 9.1'1' . 
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Pig .l. Sam pLing LocaLity at FjaLLsjokuLL (south
east IceLand) . 
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SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

Water samples were collected at approximately 
hourly intervals in rinsed, one-litre polythene 
bottles and deep-frozen for transport to the labora
tory. Field measurements of air temperature, water 
temperature, conductivity, pH, and discharge were 
made at the time of collection. The technique for pH 
measurement followed that described in Skoog and West 
([1969]) whilst discharge was estimated from determin
ations of stream velocity and cross-sectional area, as 
detailed by ~strem (1964). 

Prior to chemical analysis the suspended sedi
ments (>0.1 ~ml were remoyed by centrifugation. The 
cations Na+, K , Ca(+, Mg(+ were determined by 
atomic absorption spectrometry and sulphate by a 
Technicon Autoanalyser method (Persson, 1966). 
Dissolved carbonate species were measured by titration 
to pH 8.2 (phenolpthalein alkalinity) and pH 4.2-5.4 
(total alkalinity) as described in Golterman and 
Clymo (1969). 

RESULTS 

All the chemical (Na+, K+, Ca 2+, Mg 2+, total 
alkalinity, S042-, and pH) and physical (ai r t~~pera
ture and discharge) measurements at the FjallsJokul1 
outlet are recorded in Table I, for a single 24 h 
period. Throughout the following results and discussion, 
the terms "englacial" and "subglacial" are applied to 
melt waters in the sense of Collins (1979[bJ) and 
are distinguished essentially on the magnitude of 
temporal and areal contact with solute sources. Thus 
englacial waters, which are fast-flowing, dilute, and 
almost sediment-free, include those being transmitted 
through the main arterial channel at the ice-rock 
interface, as well as waters in ice-walled conduits. 
By contrast subglacial waters have low flow rates and 
higher sediment and solute loads due to increased con
tact with bedrock, percolation through morainic debris 
and interaction with sediment-laden basal ice. 

Dischapge var>iations 
Temporal variations in discharge are plotted in 

Figure 2. The characteristic diurnal variation in 
discharge recognized elsewhere (e.g. Rainwater and 

9 
Discharge 

m"s-' 

10 12 
Time hr 

F'ig.2. TempomZ var>iations in dischapge at FjaZZsjokull, 
shounng best fi t cUPVe ()' = 0 .52) of f Oml 
y = a + b sinx + c cOSx. 

Guy, 1961; Collins, [1978]) is also apparent at 
Fjall sjiikull, despite scatter in the data. Such 
diurnal variations generally reflect changes in the 
amounts of supraglacial melt water produced in res
ponse to daily variations in radiation input. 

Water may be derived from a number of sources in 
predominantly glacierized catchments namely subglacial 
melting, precipitation, ground-water, surface melting, 
and internal melting (Collins, [1978J). Subglacial 
and internal melting produce only trivial quantities 
of water (Shreve, 1972) and both chemical (Collins, 
1979[b]) and i sotopi c (Behrens and others, 1971) 
measurements indicate that surface melt waters are 
the major source of water from Alpine glaciers during 
the summer ablation period. A further Significant 
source of water from Alpine glaciers may arise from 
subglacial ground-water systems (Ambach and others, 
1972) but this situation may not be common. At 
Fjallsjiikull precipitation was absent both during, and 
for 10 d preceding, the measurements. Assuming that 
the ground-water contribution is negligible, the major 

TABLE I. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL DATA 

Sample Ca 2+ Mg2+ K+ Na+ HC0 3- SO 2-4 pH Discharge Air z;+ 

Type Time mmol .e- 1 mmol i- 1 mmol .e- 1 mmol i-I mmol i- 1 mmol .e- 1 m3 s-1 
temperature 

°c meq. r 1 

12.30 0.104 0.0156 0.0028 0.0309 0.22 0.0128 8.85 0.35 9 0.273 
13.30 0.122 0.0263 0.0054 0.0770 0.28 0.0234 9.1 0.35 15 0.380 
15.00 0.115 0.0247 0.0049 0.0757 0.25 0.0124 8 .95 0.94 13 0.360 

'" 16.00 0.126 0.0259 0.0051 0.0683 0.255 0.0212 9.15 0.66 14 0.377 <-
III 16.40 0.120 0.0255 0.0051 0.0726 0.29 0.0239 9.2 0.93 17 0.368 +-' 

'" 17.20 0.137 0.0284 0.0056 0.0705 0.30 0.0291 9.4 0.95 15.5 0.407 3 

+-' 18.00 0.121 0.0218 0.0072 0.0774 0.27 0.0218 9.45 0.71 21 0.369 
Q; 19.30 0.111 0.0160 0.0033 0.0896 0.19 0.0202 9.5 0.87 9 0.346 
E 21.00 0.129 0.0276 0.0066 0.0870 0.29 0.0135 9.3 0.57 6 0.408 

.>< 22.30 0.123 0.0177 0.0033 0.0313 0.26 0.0187 9.5 0.76 6 0.348 
::l 00.00 0.120 0.0280 0.0056 0.0957 0.24 0.0176 9.6 0.59 5.5 0.397 co 

01.30 0.129 0.0284 0.0063 0.1031 0.25 0.0239 9.65 0.33 7 0.423 
03.00 0.135 0.0292 0.0061 0.1044 0.32 0.0332 9.65 0.48 6.5 0.439 
04.30 0.133 0.0292 0.0060 0.1135 0.30 0.0260 9.55 0.56 8.5 0.443 
06.00 0.105 0.0300 0.0069 0.1209 0.26 0.0280 9.4 0.66 9 0.398 
07.30 0.137 0.0280 0.0061 0.0761 0.255 0.0249 9.35 0.56 9 0.412 
09.00 0.118 0.0304 0.0069 0.1109 0.21 0.0270 9.3 0.64 11.5 0.414 

I ~ 10.00 0.106 0.0280 0.0064 0.1018 0.23 0.0265 9.4 0.68 11 0. 375 
'" '" <-.~ 

o.u 0.061 0.0045 0.0018 0.0022 0.18 0.0067 7.7 0.136 
::l '" V) ~ 0.101 0.0037 0.0018 0.0065 0.29 0.0101 7.5 0.21 8 en 

I c:: 
0.0 

.,..... 'r-

0.017 n.d. 0.0014 0.0207 0.01 0. 018 7.37 0.056 u+-' 
III '" 0.012 n.d. 0.0012 0.0087 0.01 0.017 6.4 0.034 <-+-, 
0- .~ 

n.d. = not detected 
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DI SC HARGE rn',' .. 

! 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 

0.6 0.6 0.6 .. 

O. o . 0.' 

0.2 
r ; 0 1. 8 0.2 

r,076 0.2 0.2 
r ,075 r , 065 

5'g <0 05 5ig.< 0 001 5ig < 000 1 S' g.< 0 01 
Log o hr Log 0.5 hr. Log 1 hr Log 2 hr. 

0 10 20 0 10 20 0 10 20 10 20 

AIR TEMPERATURE °c 

F'ig.J. Scatter' diagroms of i nstantaneous dischar>ge and ai r> temperrztur>e 
madings, ~th dischar>ge values lagging air> temperoture by 0, 0 .5, 
1 and 2 h respectively. Best co.,.rolation of dischar>ge and air> temperrztur>e 
i8 achieved if values of the forme.,. are taken at 0 . 5 to 1 h late.,. than the 
co.,.msponding ai.,. t empemturo reading . 

source of water at Fjallsj6kull is likely to arise 
from surface melt. 

Various heat sources can contribute to surface 
ablation, but only radiation, convection, and heat 
of condensation can vary diurnally and hence initiate 
the observed discharge variations. There are no data 
on the relative magnitudes of these different heat 
fluxes at Fjallsj6kull, but Paterson (1969) has 
estimated that the dominant heat input is convection, 
with a minor contribution from radiation, at the 
Hoffelsj6kull (another outlet glacier from 
Vatnaj6kull, 50 km north of Fjallsj6kull). 

Using air temperature as a crude mea su re of con
vectional energy input, the links between discharge 
and convectional energy input can be explored in a 
series of scatter diagrams (Fig. 3). A direct plot of 
air temperature against discharge gives a correlation 
coefficient r> = 0.48 (significant at the 5% level). 
However it seems unlikely that there could be an 
instantaneous relationship between the two variables, 
because of the finite time taken to induce melting 
and transmit water from the glacier surface to the 
snout, through the internal hydrological system . An 
estimate of the delay time can be made by interpola
ting from the air temperature/time graph the values 
for air temperature at times 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 h 
before the corresponding discharge value. Thus 
scatter diagrams can be plotted for discharge against 
air temperature for each of these lag times . The best 
correlations between discharge and temperature are 
achieved at lag times of 0.5-1.0 h (.,. = 0. 7, sig
nificant at<O.l% level). This period of time can 
be envisaged as the most common or modal time taken 
for the melting and transit of supraglacial waters. 
The mean time is likely to be considerably longer 
as some supraglacial melt may be delayed by up to 
24 h (Elliston, 1973; Collins , 1979[b]). Similar modal 
transit times have been identified by Mei er and 
Tangborn (1961) for South Cascade Glacier (4 h) and 
by Lang (1968) for Grosser Aletschergletscher (1 h). 
These times are broadly consistent with the picture 
of glacial hydrology developed by Collins ([1978], 
1979[b]) in which the bulk of the melt water (supra
glacial in origin) is envisaged to flow rapidly 
through the glacier from the su rface to the snout . 

Va1"iations in t otal dissolved load 
Hydrological investigations of non-gla cier ized 

catchments suggest that there is often an inverse r e 
lationship between conductivity (as a measure of 
di sso lved load) and discharge. So lute-ri ch base flow s 

are produced from water percolating slowly through 
sediments and are diluted during precipitation events 
by rapid surface and sub-surface run-off, giving the 
following relationship between discharge and dissolved 
l oad (Hem, 1970): 

C = aQ-k 

where C is the conductivity, Q the discharge, and a and 
k are constants. This relationship is usually plotted 
as the s trai ght line 

log C = log a - k log Q. 

Dilution relationships of this type have been 
identified in glacial melt wate rs by Ra inwater and 
Guy (1961) and Lemmens and Roger (1978). However 
Co llins (1979[a]) has argued that simple mixing models 
of this type are inappropriate for melt waters drain
ing from the Gornergletscher, because a ran ge of 

- 0.3 -- - - - - -- --- - - - -- - - - ----- - -- --- - --

l ogl ~·xl 0" 

- O.L 

-0.5 

, . 
~ ( - 5 . 6 . -0 . 3 1 , 

~ 1 -50 .- 08' 

, , , 
~- ' .9 . - 1.1 , 

, 
. : 1- 5 .3. - 0 .• ' , 
: 1- 5 .1 .-0.7' 

·:i -5.1 .-0.7 ' 

- 0 . 6 L---+--~--__ ~ __ ~_~ 

- 0 .6 -D .• -0.2 o 

F'ig .4 . Relationship between logar>ithm of dischar>ge 
and l:+. Twelve points define the pZotted 
~gr:ession l~ne ( r> = 0 . 88) an4 r>epr>esent simpZe 
rm=ng behav1.Our> . The three h-tghest and lOUJest dis
char>ge samples lying on the ve r>tical dashed lines 
r>eprosent deviations f1"Om simple mixing behaviOUr> 
and are shown ~th thei .,. P(C02) and (SI) calcite 
values respect'l-vely . Ho1"izontal dashed line r>epre
sents the approximate position of melt wate r>s 
~th (SI ) calcite = o. 
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TABLE 11. CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE UIURNAL SAMPLES 

Calcium Sodium Potassium Magnesium Bicarbonate Su l phate 

Sulphate 0.30 0.53*** 0.48*** 0.52*** 0.50*** 

Bicarbonate 0.67** 0.20 0.49*** 0.54*** 

Magnesium 0. 41 0.73* 0.82* 

Potassium 0.29 0.71* 

Sodium 0.04 

Cal ci um 

* 
** 

*** 

Sign ficant at less than 0. 1% level 
Si gn fi cant at 1 ess than 1% 1 eve 1 
Sign ficant at less than 2-5% level 

dissolved loads may be associated wi th a given dis
charge . Whilst this is demonstrably true on time 
scales which encompass more than one diurnal cycle, 
the mixing model may still prove to be useful over a 
single cycle, where it can assist in the recognition 
of chemical evolution in the melt waters on rela
tively short time scales. 

Figure 4 shows the relationships between the loga
rithm of discharge and that of dissolved load, the 
latter expressed as E+(meq. 1- 1), the sum of the 
cation equivalents . Twelve points define a good 
straight line (p = 0.88, significant at the <0 . 1% 
level) but pronounced deviations exist at both high 
discharge (where solute contents are high) and low 
discharge (where solute contents are low) . A combina
tion of the errors involved in discharge measurement 
and analysis (10-15%) is insufficient to explain 
these deviations. 

Va7'i.ations in ionic composition 
Relationships between the different dissolved 

species in the bulk melt waters are expressed in a 
correlation matrix (Table 11), which provides an in
dication of the sources of each element . Calcium, 
potassium and magnesium are at least fairly well 
correlated with bicarbonate (significant at the 4% 
level or better) as a result of weathering reactions 
which involve the concomitant production of bicarb
onate ions from dissolved carbon dioxide and release 
of cations from rock minerals (see later) . Calcium 
is however poorly correlated with magnesium (signifi
cant at the 10% level) and not at all related to 
potassium and sodium. These relationships are con
si~tent with a d~minant carbonate source (for most 
Ca + and some Mg +) together with various silicate 
minerals as ~he main sources of Na+, K+, and the 
remaining Mg +. The contributions of dissolved salts 
originally in precipitation cannot be reliably esti
mated in view of contamination effects (see later). 

The different melt waters show relatively little 
variation in cation composition. The main variations 
are in Ca 2+ (53- 77% of the total cati~n equiva
lents) and K+ + Na+ (12-32%), with Mg + relatively 
constant (9 - 15%). Variations in cation composition 
show no consistent relationship with discharge. 

CaT'bonate equiUb7'i.a 
In general the hydrogen ions required for 

weathering and dissolution reactions in melt waters 
are derived from the solution of atmospheric carbon 
dioxide and the oxidative breakdown of sulphide 
minerals (Raiswell, 1984) . The relative impact of 
both contributions can be evaluated if melt waters 
are fully analysed for anionic species. The analyses 
of total alkalinity and pH reported here allow a full 
description of the dissolved carbonate speciation, 

38 

by solution of the carbonate equilibria using the 
computer programme WATSPEC (Wigley, 1977) . 

WATSPEC uses input data of temperature, density, 
pH, and alkalinity together with the measured concen
trations of the individual cationic and anionic 
species. Its output relevant to the present di s
cussion is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide 
p(C02) in equi 1 i bri um with the water and the extent 
of the saturation of the water by various minerals, 
as estimated by the logarithm of the ratio of ion 
activity product to solubil i ty product, known as the 
saturat i on i ndex (SI). Waters with (SI) <O i ndicate 
their thermodynamic potential for dissolution (under
saturation) and (SI»O indicates potential for pre
cipitation (oversaturation). Table III summarizes the 
measured and computed variables relevant to ca r bon
ate equilibria in the bulk melt water, supraglacial 
run-off, and precipitation at Fjallsjokull. The bulk 
melt waters generally have lower p(C02) values and 

TABLE Ill . CARBONATE EQUILIBRIA DATA 

Sample 

Type Time 

Vl 

'-

12 . 30 
13 . 30 
15.00 
16 . 00 
16 . 40 
17 . 20 
18.00 

~ 19.30 
~ 21 . 00 
+-' 

'" E 22.30 
-"" 00.00 

I ~ 

"'''' ,-.~ 

o.u 

"'" Vl~ 
Ol 

I 
.~ <:: 
0.0 

u+-' 

"'''' '-+-' 
Cl. 

01 . 30 
03 . 00 
04 . 30 
06.00 
07 . 30 
09 . 00 
10 . 00 

- LoglOP( CO2) (SI)calcite 

4.85 - 1.14 
5. 02 - 0. 75 
4. 46 - 1.31 
5. 1 - 0.71 
5.11 - 0.65 
5. 31 - 0 . 39 
5.41 - 0.45 

5. 63 - 0.60 
5.21 - 0.52 

5. 49 - 0 . 42 
5. 64 0.38 

5. 63 - 0.34 
5. 54 - 0 . 14 
5. 49 - 0.29 
5.37 - 0.56 
5. 33 - 0.50 
5.26 - 0.60 
5.43 - 0.61 

3.4 3.5 
3.7 2.6 

2.83 - 4.86 
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higher (S.r)calcite (the saturation index of calcite) 
values than precipitation or supraglacial melt. 

(i) P(C02) values. Surface waters in eq~ilibrium 
with the atmosphere should have p(C0 2 ) ~ 10 3·s .bar. 
Such waters apparently undergo chemical weathering 
in an open system where there is unrestricted trans
port of C02 between gas and water phases. However the 
rate of C02 transfer across the gas-liquid interface 
is frequently slower than reactions (such as weather
ing and dissolution) which consume C02 in the aqueous 
phase (Stumm and Morgan, 1981). In these circumstances 
the supply of hydrogen ions by the dissociation of 
H2C03* reduces the concentration of undissociated 
H2C03* detected in the water, 

C02(9) + H20(1) 
SLOW 
~ 
~ 

FAST 
H2 C0 3*(aq) ~ 

_ FAST 
H+(aq) + HC03(aq) ~ cOl-(aq) + H+(aq) 

where (g), (1), (aq), and (s) denote gaseous, liquid, 
aqueous and solid phases respectively. The apparent 
C02 content of the gas phase in contact with the 
water (as calculated from water analyses) is thus re
duced, and waters with these characteristics are held 
to have evol ved in a closed system . Thi s need not im
ply a physical constraint on access to atmospheric C02 
but can simply be a kinetic effect which is maintained 
only as long as rates of C02 removal exceed rates of 
supply. Clearly waters in contact with the atmosphere 
may exhibit different characteristics depending on 
the rates at which hydrogen ions are consumed by 
weathering. Slow rates of weathering, comparable with 
rates of CO 2 transfer, allow waters to maintain 
equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 (p(C02) = 10- 3• 5 bar). 
Conversely with typical ,*rapid weatherl ng waters 
become depleted in H2C0 3 and are no longer ~n 
equilibrium with the atmosphere (p(C0 2 ) ( 10 3· 5 bar). 
Re-equilibration with the atmosphere takes place 
relatively slowly, since the low levels of r(C02) in 
the atmosphere result at best in only a sma 1 concen
tration gradient between gas and aqueous phases. Hence 
waters with closed-system characteristics will retain 
a memory of their closed-system history for a subse
quent period of approx i mately 20- 30 min. 

The samples of precipitation and supraglacial 
melt have p(C02) values close to those expected 
for open - system conditions, where equilibration with 
atmospheric C02 occurs. However the p(C0 2 ) values 
of the bulk me lt waters have values considerabl y be
low 10- 3• 5 bar and are characteristic of closed
system evo 1 ut ion . The open-system p( C02) values fo r 
supraglacial melt and precipitation are to be expected 
in view of their continued access to the atmosphere 
and the limited extent of their solute acquisition 
by weathering, but the detection of closed-system 
conditions for the evolution of the bulk melt waters 
is of considerable s i gnificance. Where p(C02) values 
are low, the depletion of hydrogen i ons is likely to 
control the extent and nature of sol ute acquisition 
by mine ral-water reactions. 

(ii) ( sIlcalci~e va l ues. The (SIlcalcitevalue 
for preCipitation (-5 . 7 , -4 .9) and supraglaclal melt 
(-3.5, -2.6) indicate that these samples are seve ral 
orders of magnitude undersaturated wlth respect to ca l
cite . These values of ( SI)calcite are very much 
lower than for the bulk melt waters (-1.3 to -0.14), 
where lower (SI)calcite values are clearly correlated 
with lower dissolved loads (as indicated by E+ values) . 
The maximum value recorded (-0. 14) in the sample taken 
at 3. 00 h indi cates near saturation with calcite and 
the hi gher (SI)calc ite values are linked to high pH 
and total alkalinity and low P(CO)2 . Some of the 
bu l k melt waters have (SI)calcite val ues which are 
sufficiently high to indi cate that the subglacial . 
waters may be saturated with calcite, prlor to ml xln g 
and di l ution with englacial water . Although subglaclal 

precipitates have not been recorded at Fjallsjokull, 
the concentration of solutes by freezing subglacial 
water would certain ly create the necessary over
saturation with respect to ca l cite. 

DISCUSSION 

Chemical evolution in the supnaglacial envi7'Onment 
Precipitation must clearly be the source material 

for supraglacial melt and, although the number of 
samp 1 es is too sma 11 to account for tempora 1 and 
spatial variations, some useful comparisons between 
precipitation and supraglacial melt can be made. 
Thus both precipitation and supraglacial melt clearly 
have lower solute contents, pH, and total alkalin ity 
than the bulk melt waters (Table I). The values of 
P(C02 ) and (SI)calcite should be regarded as 
no more than indicative in the case of precipitation 
because there are considerable difficulties in the 
determination of pH in poorly buffered samp les and 
also because the total alkalinity values are close to 
the detection limit. Despite these errors , both groups 
of samples have P(C02) values which are generally 
much close r to equilibrium with atmospheric levels 
(Table Ill), suggesting that solutes have been 
acquired in open-system weathering conditions. The 
(s.r)calcite values steadily increase in passing 
from prec i pitation to supraglacial melt and thence to 
the bulk melt waters. The precipitation samples have 
rather low sol ute levels (cf. E+ = 0.1 21 meq. 1- 1 in 
average rainwater; Garrels and Mackenzie, 1971) but 
show considerable variability, possibly due to the 
dissolution of wind-blown dust found in all the samples 
There are however significantly higher solute levels 
in the supraglacial samples than in the precipita-
tion and it is clear that some chemi cal reaction has 
occurred in the supraglacial environment. Under open
system weathering conditions it can be shown that 
solutes are acquired according to t he relationship 
(Raiswell,1984) 

log [1:+J = pH - 11.2 

where [1:+J the concentration of cation equivalents. 
Figure 5 shows both the precipitation and supraglac i al 
samples plotted on a graph of log [1:+J against pH. 
ConSidering the errors in the determination of pH in 
dilute solut i ons (Bates, 1973), both sample groups 
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lie close to the straight line representing open
system weathering. The separation of precipitation 
samples from supraglacial melt occurs along the 
straight line in the direction expected, in view of 
the more extensive weathering history of the latter. 
These solute/pH relationships indicate the occurrence 
of chemical weathering in the supraglacial environ
ment, since concentration or modification by firnifi
cation or regelation (Collins, 1979[b]) could not 
produce measurable changes in pH. Note that the points 
for the bulk melt waters plot in the shaded area 
lying above the open-system weathering line . Clearly, 
supraglacial melt can chemically evolve from precipi
tation by open-system weathering, but different 
reaction conditions or source materials are required 
to produce the bulk melt waters. 

ChemioaL evoLution in the englaoial and subglaoial 
envi ronments 

All the bulk melt waters are characterized by 
P(C0 2) ( 10- 3 • 5 bar (Table Ill), indicating that 
hydrogen-ion removal by weathering exceeded supply by 
C02 transfer. Hence continued weathering depended on 
hydrogen ions supplied by the dissociation of H2C03* 
inherited from the preceding phases of open-system 
evolution. The only other glacial melt waters for 
which reliable analytical data are available are from 
the Chamberlain, South Cascade, Argentiere, Mer de 
Glace, and des Bosson glaciers, all of which exhibit 
open-system characteristics (Thomas and Raiswell, 
1984). In the case of Argentiere, the mixing of 
closed-system, subglacial waters with open-system, 
englacial waters still gives bulk melt waters with 
open-system characteristics, which suggests that the 
nature of the bulk melt waters is mainly determined 
by the relatively large englacial component. Since 
the modal transit time of the englacial component 
is approximately 0.5-1 . 0 h, rapid solute acquisition 
must occur to give closed-system characteristics . 
The development of closed-system characterTstics thus 
reflects: 

(i) Availability of easily weathered minerals 
(such as CaC03) to the englacial component . Solute 
acquisition by the englacial component prior to mixing 
seems unlikely, but post-mixing reactions may occur 
with the sediment supplied by the subglacial component. 
The comparatively long transit times and high sediment 
loads of the subglacial component suggest a near 
equilibrium between solids and solution (see later), 
allowing the possible survival of reactive minerals. 
Mixing with the englacial component could then initi-
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ate the continuation of further weathering and solute 
acquisition. 

(ii) Hydrological variables which constrain rates 
of C02 transfer to the melt waters, either directly 
by limiting access to atmospheric C02 or indirectly 
by affecting rates of C02 transfer from gas to liquid 
(e.g. by reduced turbulence) . 

The relative influence of these factors cannot 
yet be distinguished. Figure 6 shows the changes in 
pH and p(C02 ) (Raiswell, 1984) expected for 
closed-system evolution of supraglacial melt waters 
with different initial dissolved carbonate contents. 
With one exception all the bulk melt waters plot 
within the pH and P(C02) values expected for 
the closed-system weathering of supraglacial melts 
with 2-3 x 10- 4 mol 1- 1 dissolved carbonate (close to 
the observed range of 1.8-2.9 x 10- 4 moll- i ). Thus the 
compositional trends from supraglacial melt to the 
bulk melt waters are entirely those expected where 
solutes are acquired under closed-system conditions. 
The pH/p(C02) relationships represent trends in the 
mean chemical weathering history of the bulk melt
waters, as determined by variations in the mixing 
ratio of englacial and subglacial components (the 
latter with a more extensive weathering history) and 
post-mixing evolution. 

The relationships between pH and E+ are plotted 
in Figure 7 for the closed-system evolution of waters 
with different initial dissolved carbonate contents, 
but with cations derived by either silicate weathering 
or carbonate dissolution. Under closed system con
ditions the dissolution of CaC03 requi2~s only one 
mole of H2C03* to produce a mole of Ca • By contrast 
one mole of H2C03* is required for each mole of a 
univalent ion derived from silicate weathering 
(Raiswell, 1984). This important distinction indicates 
that solution of CaCO~ can supply a larger dissolved 
load (expressed as E+) than can result from the 
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dissolution of silicates, for any fixed H+ concen
tration. In ~losed-system weathering, where the avail
ability of H is limited by the initial dissolved CO Z' 
this distinction produces different curves for the 
pH/E+ relationships. 

Curves of pH against cation load (Fig.7) are shown 
for solute acquisition by carbonate dissolution and 
silicate weathering, at each of the two initial dis
solved carbonate contents (Z and 3 x 10- 4 mol 1- 1) 
corresponding to the range observed in the supra
glacial melts. Both sets of curves show that supra
glacial melt composition exerts an important 
influence on the extent of subsequent closed-system 
evolution. In the present data, supraglacial melt 
composition is characterized by only two samples and 
errors may arise if these are unrepresentative. 
Agreement between observed and predicted pH/p(COZ) 
relationships suggests that this error is relatively 
small in comparison with that arising from the 
assumption that hydrogen ions are only supplied by 
dissociation of dissolved C02. Sulphate concentrations 
in the bulk melt 'waters are too large to originate 
solely ~rom atmospheric precipitation, since 
Cl-/S04 - ( 0.08 in melt waters compared with c. 5.4 
in average rain-water (Garrels and Mackenzie, 1971). 
Oxidative weathering of sulphides (commonly pyrite) 
is the main alternative source of sulphate, augmented 
by acidic sulphur gases in areas of atmospheric pollu
tion. 

15 
ZFeS2(s) + 20Z(g) + 4H20(1) + 

Fe203(s) + 4S042-(aq) + 8H+(aq). 

Oxidative weathering produces a 2:1 molar ratio of 
hydrogen ions to sulphate and so, assuming these hydro
gen ions generate an equivalent amount of cations, the 
sulphate analyses can be used to correct for the extra 
cations resulting from sulphide breakdown. The melt 
waters with corrected cation contents (Fig.7) plot 
close to the curves showing pH/cation values for closed 
system CaC03 dissolution (starting from supraglacial 
melts with 2-3 x 10- 4 mol 1- 1 dissolved carbonate), 
but lie outside the curves for closed-system silicate 
dissolution. Using the larger E+ corrections , 
appropriate for closed -system carbonate dissolution 
(Raiswell, 1984), either with or without further 
corrections for the sulphate content of supraglacial 
melt or precipitation, does not significantly modify 
the distribution of the data. These plots suggest 
that the major source of solutes was from CaC03 dis
solution, and that oxidative weathering of sulphides 
accounted for perhaps 15% of the cation load. The 
conclusion that CaC03 dissolution was the major source 
of solutes agrees with the inter-element correlations 
(see earlier) . Calcite, however, only constitutes 
1-3% of the bedrock and its disproportionately large 
solute contribution arises because the modal residence 
time of water in the glacial hydrological system is 
short and because calcite is dissolved more readily 
than silicates. These features are common to many 
other glacial systems and, provided CaC03 is avail
able even in small quantities, its dissolution may 
often be the major source of solutes . 

Solute/dischapge pelationships 
A linear, inverse relationship between solute 

levels and discharge implies that bulk melt-water 
composition is determined by a variable mixing ratio 
between englacial and subglacial components of con 
stant composition. However preceding sections indi
cate that post-mixing evolution exe rt ed an important 
influence on bulk melt-water chemistry. Thus the 
solute/discharge relationships (Fig.4) show that a 
simple mixing model is only valid over intermediate 
discharge and that large deviations occur at high 
and low discharge. However, the clearly defined 
mixing behaviour (r' = 0.88) provides a useful 

starting point to consider solute/discharge be
haviour. The mixing line spans a range of dissolved 
load from E+ = 0.34-0.45 meq.1-1 approximately, 
representing the range where variations in the 
composition of either the englacial or subglacial 
components are relatively small and bulk melt water 
composition is mainly controlled by changes in the 
ratio of englacial to subglacial water. Collins 
(1979[bJ) assumes that the englacial component under
goes little or no chemical evolution and hence is 
similar in composition to supraglacial melts (ob
served range in E+ of 0.14-0.Z2 meq.1-1). In 
the case of the subglacial component, Coll ins 
(1979[bJ) assumes that the composition is that of 
the repeatedly observed value for maximum dissolved 
load, as measured during periods of recession flows 
induced by snow-fall. In the absence of such data at 
Fjallsjokull a theoretical, rather than an observa
tional, approach must be adopted. Consider the samples 
taken at 3.00 and 4.30 h which contain the highest 
dissolved loads on the mixing line and which are 
close to saturation with calcite ((SI)calcite = 
-0.14 and -0.29 respectively). It is unlikely that 
these two low-discharge samples consist entirely of 
subglacial water. During stable diurnal cycles, 
Collins (1979[bJ) estimated that minimum observed 
flows consisted of 30-70% subglacial water. Thus 
these two low-discharge samples at the solute-rich 
end of the mixing line have almost certainly ex
perienced some dilution by englacial waters and must 
have lower dissolved loads than subglacial water. 
In the case of Fjallsjokull, where calcite dis
solution is the main source of solutes (see above), 
there must also be a maximum possible dissolved load 
which corresponds to saturation or near-saturation 
with calcite (marked by the horizontal dashed line 
in Fig .4 ). Thus the composition of subglacial 
waters must lie close to, or within, the limits of 
dissolved load represented by calcite saturation levels 
(E+ = 0.5 meq.1- 1), and the samples taken at 3.00 
and 4.30 h (E+ = 0.44 meq. 1 -1). Assumi ng that the 
minimum composition of the englacial waters is 
E+ = 0.1 4-0 . 22 meq.1-1 and that the subglacial 
waters are saturated with calcite, then samples 3.00 
and 4.30 h would have a maximum subglacial contri
bution of approximately 80%. The existence of re
peatedly observed maximum dissolved loads is entirely 
to be expected if the composition of subglacial waters 
is limited by saturation with respect to a solid phase 
such as calcite, as was the case in subglacial streams 
from Argentiere (Thomas and Raiswell, 1984). 

The deviations from mixing behaviour are represen
ted by two groups of samples occurring at the highest 
and lowest discharges. Each group of samples shows a 
significant range in dissolved load (E+ = 0.37-0 . 41 
and 0.27-0.41 meq. 1- 1 respectively) with little 
variation in discharge. It is considered that these 
samples are particularly influenced by hydrological 
events which affect the degree of post-mixing evo
lution and which are masked at intermediate dis
charges by larger variations in the mixing ratio. 
Rates of mineral dissolution (Berner, 1978) decline 
markedly close to saturation, thus closed-system, 
solute - rich subglacial melt at Fjallsjokull (inferred 
to be close to saturation with calcite) and at 
Argentiere (close to saturation with calcite and 
aluminosilicates; Thomas and Raiswell, 1984) are 
capable of only slow rates of solute acquisition. By 
contrast the englacial waters are dilute and are 
capable of undergoing rapid weathering and dissolution 
on contact with reactive rock minerals. However the 
negligible sediment loads of supraglacial melt 
(Collins, [1978J) which constitutes most of the en
glacial component, impl ies that the opportunity for 
further reaction in the englacial system is minimal. 
The chemical situation changes dramatically on mi xing 
with sediment-rich subglacial water and further 
solute acquisition by the englacial component (more 
strictly the bulk melt waters) is possible . 

Clearly mixing -l ine behaviour will occur as lon g 
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as the extent of post -mixing evo lution remains con
stant . However short-term hydro logical events which 
significantly modify the transit time of a portion of 
the melt waters (before or after mi xing) will cause 
deviation s from mixing behaviour. Coll in s (1979[bJ) 
also recogn ized the importance of time-dependent 
chemi cal evolut ion in suggest ing that stored and 
chemically enriched water can be returned to the main 
flow system at high discharge, following the ablation 
peak . An exp lanation of thi s type may app ly to the 
high-discharge deviations from mixing behaviour at 
Fjallsjiikull. In genera l terms, the hydrological en
vironment beneath glaciers i s comple x and dissolved 
loads in bulk melt waters will be sensitive to a 
variety of factors which influence the ki netics of 
solute acqu i sit ion, principal ly water composition 
(extent of saturation with respect to rock minerals 
and aluminosilicat e weathering products), reactivity 
of roc k debris (g rain-size, abundance, and compo
sition), and duration of access to roc k debris (mean 
flow rates and storage times) . 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Melt-water discharge from Fjallsjiikull follows a 
characteristic diurnal pattern whi ch lags observed 
variations in air temperature by approximately 
0. 5-1 . 0 h. This time interval represents the modal time 
required for the production of supraglacial melt and 
its subsequent transmission through the internal 
drainage system of the glacier . 

2. The composition of precipitation samples and 
supraglacial melt lie on an open - system chemical 
weatherin g continuum. Supraglacial melt has a higher 
solute content and total alkalinity than precipi
tation, but similar P(C02) values, indicating 
equilibration with the atmosphere. These chemical 
properties are as expected if waters with the com
pos iti on of precipitation undergo chemical weathering 
in an open system, where the rate and extent of C02 
(aq) consumption by weatherin g reactions does not 
exceed renewal by dissolution of C02(g) . The low 
availability of fine-grained and easily weathered 
minerals principally li mits the extent of weathering 
and determines that open-sy stem conditions exist. 

3. The bul k melt waters have higher solute cont ent s , 
pH, and t otal alkalinity than supraglacial melt, but 
have lower P(C02) values indi cating chemical 
evolution in a closed system, where rates of C02 
(aqueou s) consumpt ion by weathering exceed renewal 
by dissolution. The ex istence of closed -system con 
ditions is determined by the presence of abundant 
reactive minera l s in the bul k melt waters and con
strained rates of C02 transfer from gas t o liquid 
phases . 

4. The bulk melt waters show cons i stent and predict
able chemical relationships (in terms of pH /C02 and 
pH/cation load) f or chemi cal evolution from waters 
with the compos ition of supraglacial melt i n a system 
closed to atmospheric C02. 

5. The closed-system weathering models suggest t~at 
the major source of hydrogen ions for so lute acqui 
sition by chemical weathering arises from the dis
solution and dissociation of atmospheric C02 . An 
additional 15% approximately of the so lute load 
arises from hydro ge n ions supplied by the oxidative 
weathe rin g of su l phides. The major source of so lutes 
was from calcite dissolution . 

6. So l ute/discharge relationships at Fjallsjiikull 
are complex. A simple mi xin g model between dilute en
glaci al water (derived from, and compositionally 
similar to, supraglacial melt) and more concentrated 
subglacial water only applies over intermediate dis
charges (0 . 5-0 . 9 m3 S-I), wh ere variations in the 
composition of either component ore sma ll compared to 
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variations in their mixing ratio. Time-dependent 
chemical reactions occur after mixing and exert sig
nificant effects on composition at either discharge 
extreme. 
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